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K.Hartwall is pleased to announce that due to our ongoing growth within our Postal & Parcel Business 
Unit, we are now looking for an Account Manager based in the UK to join our existing team. As 
 
 
 
ACCOUNT MANAGER   
 
You will have the responsibility to manage several existing customer accounts both in the UK and Europe 
and grow the business through new customer acquisitions. You will also contribute to the BU strategy, 
including the development of product & service offering and partnerships with external stakeholders. The 
Account Manager will: 

 
- manage commercial issues as the key point of contact towards new and existing customers, 

including management of tenders, pricing discussions and terms & conditions 
 

- promote the Company and its Products at the highest levels of customer organizations and 
various worldwide collaborators 
 

- implement BU Business Strategy within own sales region and with potential international 
accounts in close cooperation with the internal organization 
 

- strongly contribute to the development of the BU competitive positioning and strategy as a 
whole and be involved in the product strategy, delivery and after-sales model of the BU 

 
- have a strong hands-on involvement and drive in sales to reach and exceed targets 
 
 

The position requires an Account Manager background within manual Handling Equipment and/or postal 
and courier logistics.  
 
This opportunity offers you a central role in a growing organisation working with a dynamic team. We 
believe in rewarding and recognising our staff. 
 
 
If you are an experienced Account Manager who has a background within Manual Handling Equipment 
and/or Postal and Parcel courier logistics, then we would love to hear from you. Please view our website 
www.k-hartwall.com to see the range of products we offer our customers.  
If you believe this exciting opportunity is for you, then please contact our Global Account Manager, 
Jonathan Bland for additional information. jonathan.bland@k-hartwall.com 
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